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Evolution of a time trial position 

 

My interest in time trialing was reawakened after I’d competed in a few rowing triathlons. Rowing 

because the local Marlow rowing club organized an event called the Rower’s Revenge, and I am a poor 

swimmer. 

These pictures span from 2011 to 2012. 

In the 2011 picture I look like a 60-year-old man on a bike. 

In the 2021 picture I look like a time trialist. 
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11th June 2011 

HWCC club circuit TT, two laps of 11 miles. 

I bought this as a road bike from a GS Henley member, mainly to use as a training bike. It’s a 54cm 

whereas my Madone was a 56cm. I set this one up with a set of “King Cycle” Tri-bars that I bought from 

eBay. Those bars had an integrated stem like Ventus II, so were quite advanced for the time. 

The only other concession to a TT style is the Kask K-31 helmet. The kit looks more like I’m dressed for 

an early season event rather than one approaching midsummer’s day. 

Two benchmark 25TTs from 2011: 

H25/2 15th May 2011  25TT 72:10:00 

H25/2 2nd October 2011 25TT 71:17:00 

I bought a pair of SRAM S60 wheels before the 2012 season but the rest of the bike remained the same. 

I don’t have any pictures from the 2012 season.  

I bought a FFWD disk wheel (eBay) and used that on the back for the May 13th 25TT. I’d also “invested” 

in SRM power cranks. Average power was 168 watts. 

H25/2 13th May 2012  25TT 68:02:00 

This Pinarello low-end frame is now my turbo bike … 
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30th June 2013 

Richmond Park TT 

31:37 

I bought this Felt B12 entry level TT bike in 2013. I’m using the S60 front wheel and Zipp Super 9 on the 

back. I probably had one of the first Super 9 disk wheels in the country. Kask Bambino helmet replacing 

the K-31, Castelli overshoes and a club skin suit for this season. 

You can see the SRM power cranks in this picture. I don’t have a meaningful average power figure for 

this course as it was a Hilly (in so much as there are any hills in Richmond Park). The average power for a 

25TT a few weeks earlier was 172 watts. 

H25/2 2nd June 2013  25TT 65:42:00 

Roughly two and a half minutes faster than my 2012 time with only four watts more average power. This 

could have been partly down to conditions and partly down to having a more aero set up. 

H25/2 6th October 2013 25TT 61:39:00 

Four minutes faster with an additional six watts average power of 178 watts.  
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16th March 2014 

West London Combine 25TT 

Spring 2014 I bought a used 2009 P3C. It had an SRM power meter which I later found out was water 

damaged, probably from pressure washing. It came with some wheels with Zipp 404 decals that were 

actually knock-off imports. The seller did make me aware that they weren’t the real deal. 
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18th April 2014 

HWCC Good Friday 10TT first time under 24 minutes 

H10/22 23:55 

What you can see in this picture is that I’ve put a Tririg Omega brake caliper on the front and fitted a 

Vision Bayonet basebar, the same as the one that was the factory fitted part on the Felt B12. I’m using 

an original Zipp 808 on the front instead of the SRAM S60. 

H25/2 4th May 2014  25TT 61:40:00  Average power 174 

H25/2 18th May 2014  25TT 59:47:00  Average power 183 

I’m riding a very low position with a CdA or around 0.1800. I’d trained in the low position on the turbo 

for six months prior to the start of the 2014 season, always in a TT position using the extensions. 
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14th June 2015 

Westerley Wednesday evening 11 lap circuit TT Minet Park 

You can see from the Cervelo logo on the seat post how low the saddle is, and with the basebar as low 

as it will go, I only have a drop of about 60mm at most. I picked up the Uvex FP1 helmet for £30.00 

(eBay). I was advised by one of my aero TT friends that it was a “fast helmet”. 

I’ve gone Di2, so no gear cables entering the downtube. You can also see that I am still using a 

conventional brake caliper on the back. 

I didn’t do any events on H25/2 or H10/22 (the A404 courses) after 2014, because of safety concerns. 
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14th April 2016 

Aero Testing at Palmer Park Velodrome 

In this 2016 picture you can see that I’ve gone “single ring”, fitted a Tririg Omega brake at the back, and 

changed the basebar to a Ventus II set up. From the position of the Cervelo logo on the seat post you 

can see that the saddle is about 30mm higher, and I’m using 30mm of risers at the front to maintain the 

same “drop”. 
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3rd September 2016 

Aero testing at Redbridge Circuit 

From the position of the Cervelo logo on the seat post you can see that I’ve gone back to the lower 

riding position. I’m testing out a Giro AeroHead (borrowed from the client on the day) against the 

Bambino and the Uvex FP-1. I was also testing the 808 NSW against an ENVE 7.8 front wheel (borrowed 

from the same client). It wasn’t a particularly windy day. The ENVE 7.8 was rock solid when cornering 

whereas the 808 NSW was very twitchy. Consequently, I bought an ENVE 7.8 front wheel in 2017. 

The other noticeable change is that I am using Zipp 110mm extensions rather than conventional S-

bends. 

I rode a 25TT in the autumn on the “fair test” H25/1 course, on the A4 at Pangbourne / Thatcham, which 

includes part of the original “Bath Road” 25 course. Power was a bit down compared to previous efforts. 

If I look back at my training diary there is probably a simple explanation for that. 

H25/1 2nd October 2016 25TT 62:12:00 Average power 174 
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27th July 2017 

Westerley Wednesday evening 11 lap circuit TT Minet Park 

Still using the 808 NSW in this picture. Much higher riding position. Aero SpeedPlay pedals and cleats. 

Di2 (10 speed) replaced with eTap (11 speed). Same Zipp 110 extensions, AeroHead helmet (obviously). 
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15th May 2019 

Westerley Wednesday evening 11 lap circuit TT Minet Park 

2019 saw the launch of “aero extensions”. The key difference being the elimination of the gap between 

a round extension pipe and an essentially round forearm. Rather than pay out a thousand pounds or 

more, I had a friend bend some 22mm pipe for me to mimic the style. I also adopted a much higher 

hands position. 

Other changes in this picture are the ENVE basebar and riser stack, with a bridge for stability; the Uvex 

Race 8 helmet, which, when tested at the Boardman wind tunnel (October 2018), proved to be as good 

at  the AeroHead, but has the advantage of much better forward visibility; the Huub skin suit, which 

proved faster than my older club skin suit and my original NoPinz “trip” skin suits; aero calf guards; and 

finally the ENVE 7.8 front wheel. It’s the same 2009 P3C frame, just with a face lift / paint job. 

This is my favourite picture of me on a bike. The cranks are in the right position, the valve cover on the 

disk is at the bottom and the valve on the ENVE 7.8 at the top. The evening sun is at the right angle to 

highlight the wheels. I’m just cresting the rise out of the dip and about to take the 180 degree turn to 

the left. 
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20th October 2019 

CTT National Closed-Circuit Championship Thruxton 

29:36 

Essentially the same set up as the previous picture except I’ve changed the stem from a Profile Design to 

the ENVE aero stem. The basebar had slipped in the Profile stem when I was doing a 25 on H25/1. 

H25/1 7th July 2019  25TT 60:00:36 Average power 190 

Without my basebar being tilted down by ten or so degrees for the final five miles I might have just 

squeezed a 59:59 (!)  

At Thruxton my average power was 180 watts. 
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13th September 2020 

VTTA 10TT H10/3A 24:59 

Switched to the Ventus II basebar, NoPinz “Flow” skin suit (riding with AS Test Team), NorthWave shoes 

without covers for some reason. Other than that, essentially the same set-up, except for the 

“homemade” additions to the extensions. The additions helped with comfort, but the aero difference 

was negligible.   
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11th October 2020 

CTT National Closed-Circuit Championship Thruxton 

Top end of my age group 30:19 

I acquired a Cervelo P4 and used it at Thruxton. Same riding position but reverting to the Zipp 110 

extensions. When I later tested the Zipp 110 extensions against my “bent pipe” extensions the 

difference was massive. I would probably have been a minute faster if I had been using those. Average 

power for this event was 185 watts. With the set up on the next page, with the bent pipe extensions I 

was a minute faster with an average power of 178 watts. 
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10th October 2021 

CTT National Closed-Circuit Championship Thruxton 

First place in CTT 70+ age group 29:13 (win by a single second) 

NoPinz “Flow” skin suit in FloatAero Race Team livery. Castelli overshoes with integrated calf guards. Tri-

spoke from current default mold (China), front and rear tyres are Veloflex 23c with Michelin latex tubes. 

I wouldn’t use that tyre on an open road course. 
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